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FULL COURSES

1 INTRODUCTION TO CORNROWS WITHOUT EXTENSIONS

Beginner Level £399
Duration: 5 weeks
Time: 10:30am - 14:30pm
Days: To be confirmed
Total of 20 hours

Initial deposit £100 and all payments are non-refundable and non-transferable

Entry Requirement: No prior experience or skills necessary but must have a genuine
interest
Assessments: homework, videos, quizzes, portfolios (not compulsory)

Who is this course for?
This course is for anyone who

Wants to learn how to cornrow their own natural hair
Wants a career change
Who finds it difficult to manage children's hair with Afro textured hair types
Are health care providers and volunteers who take care of people with Afro
textured hair type
Wants to make some extra cash doing the hair of your family and friends
Wants to create another source of income

 What will you learn?

 Understanding the nature of Afro hair
 The importance of carrying out a client consultation before styling.
 Hand coordination and positioning to avoid hair breakage and help hair growth.
 Introduction to plaits on natural hair.
 Introduction to weaving cornrows on natural hair - bun, ponytails, patterns, criss

cross, zig zag, cross over, heart shapes, fulani and stitch cornrows.
 Product knowledge
 Haircare basics and maintenance
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2 INTERMEDIATE LEVEL £499

CHOOSE BETWEEN BRAIDS, TWISTS OR LOCS

Duration: 5 weeks
Time: 10.00am - 14.00pm
Days: To be confirmed
Total of 20 hours
Initial deposit £100 and all payments are non-refundable and non-transferable

Entry Requirement: No prior experience or skills necessary but must have a genuine
interest

Assessments: homework, videos, quizzes, portfolios (not compulsory)

Who is this Course for?
This course is for anyone who:  

Who has previous knowledge and skills of braiding but want to take it to the
next level
Wants to make some extra cash doing the hair of your family and friends
Wants to create another source of income
Wants to learn build on their previous knowledge and skills of braiding
Wants to career change


What will you learn?

Identifying different types of extensions with their uses, measuring and prepping
extensions, mixing colours (2/3 toned and ombre).
Identifying different types of extensions with measuring, cutting and prepping
Advanced hair treatments
Hand coordination and positioning to avoid hair breakage and help hair growth.
Natural hair drying techniques - air and blow drying (recap)
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Understanding sectioning and cutting patterns - box/squares, triangle, fishscale,
diagonal, parallel and more.
Understanding the length chart

OPTION 1: BRAIDS
Introduction to different types of braids
Identifying the different sizes of braids
Attaching extension before braiding and braid elongation
Demonstrating regular, knotless, passion (aka goddess, passion) pick n drop, jumbo and
ombre

OPTION 2: TWISTS
Introduction to different types of twists
Identifying the different sizes of twists
Demonstrating senegalese, afro kinky, spring and havana twists styles.
Adding, twisting and finishing techniques.

OPTION 3: FAUX LOCS
Introduction to different types of locs
Identifying the different sizes of locs
Introduction to faux locs - distressed locs, butterfly, smooth and bohemian
Adding, wrapping and finishing techniques

3 WEAVING CORNROWS WITH EXTENSIONS

Advanced Level £499
Duration: 5 weeks
Time: 10.00am - 14.00pm
Days: To be confirmed
Total of 20 hours
Initial deposit £100 and all payments are non-refundable and non-transferable

Entry Requirement: No prior experience or skills necessary but must have a genuine
interest

Assessments: homework, videos, quizzes, portfolios (not compulsory)

Who is this Course for?
This course is for anyone who:
Has extensive knowledge or skills and wants to progress onto the next level.
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Wants to start their own business and earn more money.
Wants to become a good hair stylist.

What will you learn
Hand coordination and positioning to avoid hair breakage and help hair growth.
Hair and extensions preparation
Advanced weave styles tree braids (cornrows), tree braids (single), crochet.
Advanced cornrows with extensions - stitch, feed in, ghana weaving, KET styles and
patterned side cornrows
Aftercare and maintenance


